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Havit H2590BT PRO Wireless Bluetooth Headphones (red)
Enjoy superior HD sound quality. The Havit H2590BT Pro wireless headphones allow you to play music not only via Bluetooth 5.1, but also
via a 3.5mm AUX cable or from a micro SD card. They also support FM, and their operating time reaches 3-4 hours on a single charge. At
the  same  time,  they  are  extremely  comfortable,  as  well  as  durable.  They  are  also  distinguished  by  their  foldable  design  and  built-in
microphone.
 
Dynamic drivers and built-in microphone
Discover  your  favorite  songs  anew.  The  headphones  are  equipped  with  40mm  dynamic  drivers  that  deliver  crystal  clear  sound  and
enhanced, deep bass. What's more, the H2590BT Pro's thoughtful design perfectly isolates outside sounds, allowing you to fully focus on
the beauty of the songs you're playing. And the built-in microphone allows you to make calls - no more reaching into your pocket for your
smartphone. 
 
Long runtime
The built-in 200 mAh battery makes the headphones work for about 3-4 hours on a single charge. If you want, you can also connect them
to the device of your choice with an AUX cable and use them wired - that way you'll be sure they won't discharge at the least opportune
moment.
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Comfort of use
The headphones were created with even the most demanding users in mind. The soft earcups perfectly fit your ears and isolate external
noises, allowing you to fully focus on the beauty of music. The headband of the H2590BT Pro can be adjusted to fit your needs. Plus, you
can fold them up for easy transport and storage of the headphones. 
 
Included
headphones
USB-A to micro USB charging cable
audio cable
user manual
warranty card
	Manufacturer	
	Havit
	Model	
	H2590BT Pro
	Bluetooth version	
	5.1
	Range	
	Up to 10 m (unobstructed)
	Dimensions	
	150 x 195 x 68 mm
	Weight	
	150 g
	Transducers	
	40 mm
	Sensitivity
	110 dB ± 3 dB at 1kHz, 1mW
	Supported profiles
	HFP/HSP/A2DP/AVRCP
	Impedance
	32 Ω ± 15%
	Frequency response	
	20 Hz - 20 kHz
	Voltage/n Input current
	DC 5V /200mA
	Battery capacity	
	200 mAh
	Playback time	
	Approximately 3-4 h
	Talk time	
	Approx. 3-4 h
	Charging time	
	Approx. 2-3 h
	Color	
	Red
	Material
	ABS
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Price:

€ 14.00

Gaming, Headphones
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